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BRAND STATEMENT

Brand Statement
From farm to flavorful
With authentically fresh flavors, Patuxent Farms® meats
are wholesomely delicious from beginning to end.
You can always count on the finest quality, taking you
back to the farm and fields.
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BRAND MARK

Brand Mark

Quick Tip
Maintain a
premium look and
feel when
designing for this
brand with
light-handed
design techniques;
quiet space,
refined typesetting
and minimal use of
color convey
quality.

The logo for Patuxent Farms® takes the shape of a heritage-style sign, reminiscent of
those used to display a farmer’s family name on their property. The slab serif typeface
blends a traditional serif and modern sans serif for an updated appearance.
Complementing the farm character and feel are three animal icons, which differentiate
the main protein offerings within the line.
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PROTECTED SPACE & MINIMUM SIZE

Protected Space &
Minimum Size
To keep the integrity of the brand consistent across all
applications, it is important to abide by the rules laid
out in these guidelines, beginning with the protected
space and minimum size. The Patuxent Farms® logo
should appear no smaller than 1.5 inches in width in
any application. Smaller usage could result in the
elements of the logo filling in. The clear space around
the logo must always be at least half the diameter of
the logo.
Quick Tip
The Patuxent
Farms logo is
meant to be simple,
fun and bold, so
don’t be afraid to
use it at large
scale.

For brand-related marketing collateral, the brand
should appear on the left. For product-specific
Patuxent Farms items, the brand should appear on the
right or where space is available.
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INCORRECT USE OF THE BRAND MARK

Incorrect Use
of the Brand Mark

®

Do not change the color.

Do not add a drop shadow.

Do not rotate the logo.

®

Do not skew.

Do not scale
disproportionately.

Do not remove or change
the graphics elements.

Do not place on top of busy
photography or background
color.
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PRIMARY COLOR PALETTE

Primary Color Palette
Green represents the grassy pastures associated with
traditional farms. Clean and fresh in tone, this color
also punctuates the superior nature of the brand’s
minimally processed products — products that are a
cut above. It’s also design-friendly, translating well to
corrugates and across all color libraries.
Quick Tip
Keep a Pantone
chip handy when
reviewing drawdowns or providing
print specs.

PANTONE 363 C

PANTONE 418 C

PANTONE 395 C

C:
M:
Y:
K:

78
5
98
24

C:
M:
Y:
K:

33
23
34
68

C:
M:
Y:
K:

7
0
79
0

R:
G:
B:

76
140
43

R:
G:
B:

81
83
74

R:
G:
B:

237
236
63

HTML: #4C8C2B

HTML: #51534A

HTML: #EDEC3F
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TYPOGRAPHY

Typography
The primary typeface for Patuxent Farms® is Archer Pro
Medium. It was chosen for its clean lines and readability.
Typeset headers in uppercase using this typeface.
NOTE: Headers for body copy should be typeset
using Aktiv Grotesk Medium, and the body copy
should be typeset using Chronicle Roman.

Archer Pro Medium
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
Aktiv Grotesk Medium
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
Chronicle Text G1 Roman
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
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PHOTOGRAPHY

Photography
Delicious food photography is a very important part of
every brand when designing collateral and print.
Shoot food from unexpected angles and zoom in for
texture and detail. Styling should be natural and less
controlled. Drips, pours and falling details define this
totally edible photographic style. Shallow depth of
field and wood textures are other key elements for
Patuxent Farms® photography.
Use the Patuxent Farms wood texture where
appropriate.
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Food should be photographed on wood textures with airy
or moody lighting. Use shallow depth of field for
application shots.

PHOTOGRAPHY

When selecting imagery or when planning a shoot, opt for
high-quality photography that has a farm-like look and
feel.

Images are illustrative of visual styling and are not indicative of product categories.
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BRAND SELL SHEETS

Brand Sell Sheets
In order to create a system for presenting US Foods®
brands in compelling sell sheets, use this outline
to understand how imagery and information work
together.
By understanding this layout, all US Foods brands will
be represented in their best light, clearly conveying that
we are first in food.
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BRAND SELL SHEETS

Image side
Beautiful food
image

ChiCken Breast Fritters
Crispy and savory, our tasty breaded chicken makes a terrific choice
when value is important – without compromising quality. You’ll enjoy all
the texture and flavor of whole-muscle breaded chicken, but at a fraction
of the price. And, that makes a difference when you’re serving plates
and plates of chicken each day.

Branding (always on the left for sell sheets)

Info side

From Farm to Flavorful
With natural ingredients, minimal processing and authentically
fresh flavors, Patuxent Farms® meats are wholesomely
delicious from beginning to end. You can always count on the
finest, freshest quality, taking you back to the farms and fields.

Product Inspiration

Features/Benefits

With its courser, crunchier breading, which will more
than suit your taste, our boneless chicken will rival your
utmost favorite. But you have to taste it to believe it.
Savor every golden crunch, knowing that each bite will be
flavor rich, making our homestyle chicken fritters in
three varieties – tenders, chunks or breast filets – a must
for your menu.

• Courser, crunchier breading delivers a crispy exterior
• Moist and tender inside for a consistent flavor across
all three varieties
• Economically priced to appeal to all segments
and menus
• A fraction of the price of whole-muscle breaded
chicken without sacrificing quality
• No artificial trans fat added

Ideal Use

Recipe: BBQ Buffalo Tenders

Tempting, economical addition to your recipes:
• Appetizers
• Entrées
• Catering opportunities
• Bar and grill
• Food trucks
• Colleges and universities

IngRedIenTs

6 pc Patuxent Farms chicken tenderloin fritters
1 oz Monarch® hot sauce
1 oz Monarch barbecue bleu cheese dressing
Optimax® oil, for frying
PRePaRaTIon

Fry the chicken fritters according to instructions. Place
hot chicken in stainless steel bowl and toss with hot
sauce. Wait a moment and then toss with barbecue bleu
cheese dressing. Serve immediately. Great addition to a
Caesar salad.

a-Code

Product description

Pack size

1789254

Chicken Breast Filet Fritter

2/5 lb.

1789262

Chicken Breast Tenderloin Fritter

2/5 lb.

1789296

Chicken Breast Chunk Fritter

2/5 lb.

For more information about Patuxent Farms®
products, visit www.usfoods.com or contact
your local US Foods representative. 03-2012

Product name and descriptor

© 2012 US Foods

This section is consistent on all sell sheets.
It reinforces our brand promise.
Four sections for copy:
• Product Inspiration
• Features and Benefits
• Ideal Use
• Recipe
Note: This layout can also go to a 3-column split if there isn't
enough information. Refer to Metro Deli® brand guidelines.

Tables have three sections:
• A-Code
• Product Description
• Pack Size
The positioning of the logo, contact info and
copyright line are static on all sell sheets.
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